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Corporate Overview

• 50 issued and pending patents

Bandura Systems is a global cybersecurity software company and the pioneer and leader in
the Threat Intelligence Gateway (TIG) market. Developed in part with the U.S. Department of
Defense. Bandura’s PoliWall™ is the most comprehensive, scalable and granular TIG platform
on the market. Organizations worldwide use TIGs for the automation and control needed to operationalize hundreds of millions of threat indicators blocking known threats before they even
reach the network firewall. Underlying Bandura’s robust technology are more than 50 issued
and pending patents.

Markets

The Problem

• Founded in 2013
• Headquartered in Columbia, MD
• Development Lab based in St.
Louis, MO

• Small and mid-sized businesses
and large enterprise
• 95% Domestic/5% International
• Key verticals - Financial
Services, Healthcare, Energy,
Government, Retail

Corporate Executives
• Chris Fedde - Chief Executive
Officer
• Ian Dix - Chief Revenue Officer
• Dave Maestas - Co-Founder,
Chief Technology Officer
• Suzanne Magee - Co-Founder,
Chief Evangelist Officer

At any moment, there are over 10,000,000 known threats. Existing security controls, like firewalls,
can typically only process 100,000 threat indicators before significant performance issues
occur. This leads to security coverage gaps with users forced to operate with only a subset of
available threat intelligence. This is compounded by the challenges of manually updating and
maintaining threat intelligence with firewall rules and Access Control Lists (ACLs).

PoliWall Threat Intelligence Gateway Solution

PoliWall® TIG™ enables companies of all sizes to leverage the power of Threat Intelligence (TI)
to more effectively and efficiently protect networks against known threats and unwanted traffic.
No longer is Threat Intelligence just a hunt/remediate tool. Now, all the power of massive Threat
Intelligence feeds can be deployed ahead of the network — working like a shield to block
cyberattacks inbound, and prevent data leakage outbound — and significantly reduce the load
on the firewall.

The Power of Partnerships

Bandura has attracted and leverages the power of leading technology and distribution partners in
the cybersecurity industry.

• Todd Weller - Chief Strategy
Officer

What Our Customers Are
Saying
“Very impressed... I love this
thing, it is running great. It’s
dropping at least one connection
per second. Our firewall logs are
now pretty near clean. We are
very impressed with the results,
and are converting the POC.”
SR. DIRECTOR INFRASTRUCTURE
& SECURITY - GLOBAL
PAYMENT PROCESSING
COMPANY

Corporate Culture

Bandura is a Mission-focused company, born out of a vision to secure the U.S. Critical
Infrastructure. We are committed to the highest ethical standards, a diverse workforce,
innovation, a strong work-ethic and a tireless focus on customer and partner service and ROI.
Bandura’s mantra is Easy, Open, Secure. We are driven to make our products Easy to use and
acquire. Our solutions are Open and include an application programming interface (API)
and software development kit (SDK) for integration with partners, scalability, and to enable
customers to get more out of their existing solutions. Our solutions are Secure by design
developed by secure-code specialists, where security best practices are the Bandura way of life.
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